
RTB-Media Disrupts 
Digital Ad Reporting
with Real-Time
Automated Spreadsheets

RTB-Media automates custom 
data aggregation in real-time via 
full and flexible integration with 
Google Sheets and Excel

Visit us at: rtb-media.me

San Francisco, Cal. – August 31, 2016 – RTB-Media is once again shaking up digital ad reporting 
with the release of its innovative Automated Spreadsheets. Powered by an API from their 
Ad Performance Dashboard, these real-time sheets link to any ad platform and swiftly pull in 
important metrics. As marketers adjust dates or metrics, their tables and charts will instantly 
populate, making for easier data manipulation of custom reports.
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“While the dashboard is visually beautiful, we understand that not everyone needs to 
see information in the same way. All the data that has been available through the 
reporting dashboard can now be accessed via Google Sheets or Excel,” said Daniel 
Kravtsov, CEO of RTB-Media. “Our goal is to help marketers view their data in the templates 
they are most comfortable working with but skip the manual process of data aggregation from 
multiple platforms. After connecting to our dashboard, marketers can simply upload 
a spreadsheet template and our team will configure it for them. Once they get the report back, 
they will quickly see the magic that is behind the automated spreadsheets.”



“We found the holy grail, which is RTB-Media’s reporting tool,” said Terry Whalen, 
president of Sum Digital. “Reporting is the core of our agency. RTB-Media’s all-in-one reporting 
dashboard simplifies ad platform reporting, automatically presents cross channel ad 
performance in an easy-to-understand online format and integrates with Google Sheets or 
Microsoft Excel.”

Real-time cross-channel updates via dashboard and custom automated spreadsheets 
or readily available spreadsheet templates

Integrations with over 30 platforms including Google Adwords, Facebook, Instagram, 
Bing, Twitter, Doubleclick, Google Analytics and YouTube

Ability to track and customize critical metrics including revenue, post click 
conversions, post view conversions and many more

Sashabot, an AI bot that lives in automated spreadsheets, answers any 
naturally phrased question regarding one’s data

Access to daily, weekly, or monthly reports via email

“We are thrilled marketers are coming to RTB-Media to simplify their digital reporting 
efforts. Reporting on digital ad campaigns is a huge hassle because there are too many 
ad platforms to pull reports from and compiling and standardizing reports wastes a lot 
of valuable time. Not only that, in order to improve campaign performance, you must 
check on them regularly. Our suite of products streamlines what is an otherwise 
clunky process,” said Kravtsov.

“We’ve been very pleased with the reporting tool and have been recommending it to 
others in the industry,” said Irvin Carlin, co-founder of Firefly Marketing LLC

RTB-Media’s Reporting Suite 
gives marketers:

RTB-Media is a gamechanging cross-channel ad reporting platform, powering ad campaigns 
for both ad agencies and brands. RTB-Media’s platform reports on millions in ad spend 
across display, search and social ad platforms. Backed by Impulse VC, RTB-Media is privately 
held and based out of San Francisco, California. 
For more information, please visit RTB-Media.me
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